Molecular determinants of the anticonvulsant felbamate binding site in the N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor.
The antiepileptic effect of felbamate (FBM) is ascribable to gating modification of NMDA receptors. Using site-directed mutagenesis and electrophysiological studies, we found that single-point mutations of four pairs of homologous residues in the external vestibule of the receptor pore, namely V644(NR1)-L643(NR2B) (the two inner pairs) and T648(NR1)-T647(NR2B) (the two outer pairs), significantly decrease FBM binding. Moreover, double mutations involving either the inner or the outer pair always show cooperative (nonadditive) effects on FBM binding, whereas double mutations involving both inner and outer pairs always show additive (noncooperative) effects. Most interestingly, triple mutations of any three of the four critical residues essentially abolish the effect of FBM. These findings indicate that T648(NR1)/T647(NR2B) and V644(NR1)/L643(NR2B) act cooperatively to contribute directly to the "outer binding region" and "inner binding region" in the FBM binding site, respectively. The outer and inner binding regions, however, seem to contribute independently to FBM binding. We conclude that residues L643 and T647 in NR2B as well as homologous residues V644 and T648 in NR1 are the major, and very likely the exclusive, molecular determinants constituting the FBM binding site in the NMDA receptor.